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Abstract. We construct an Euclidean Gauss Markov Vector Field which leads to the Real Proca
Wightman Field describing particles of mass >0 and spin 1, for space-time dimension equal to 4.

I. The Result
We have constructed a vector random field Φ('f)= {</>0(Λ <Pι(f)>
on a probability space (Ω, J*, μ) over 3;r(R4\ the space of real C°° functions with
compact support in R4, the field being Gaussian, Euclidean and Markov in a
sense defined below. We call the field Φ(f} = {<p 0 (/)»<Pι(/)» ΦzCΛΦsΐ/)}
= {—iφo(f\ φ\(f\ <3>2(f\ Φs(/)} a Schwinger field. Then the general covariance
Eψμ(f) Φv(θ) °f the Schwinger field are given by
ίίdxdyf(x)g(y)Sμv(x-y)

(1.1)

where
is the two point Schwinger function of the quantum theory of a free real vector
Wightman field in 4-dimensional space time of mass m > 0 satisfying the subsidiary
condition d0θ0(x) = Σfι=ι dμθμ(x) and describing particles of mass m and spin 1,
i.e. the Real Proca Wightman Field, Wμv(x — y) being the corresponding two
point Wightman function (Ψ0, θμ(x) θv(y) Ψ0) where Ψ0 is the vacuum of the
Wightman theory and θμ(x), θv(y) are the corresponding quantum fields. Further,
the expectation value

(1.2)

5 μ ι μ n (x ( 1 ) ...x ( " ) ) being the rc-point Schwinger function. We may extend the
field over &r(R4) to an Euclidean Markov field over &(R4), the space of C°°
functions with compact support in R4, by linearity. We mention in passing that
the statement Σ^ =0 φμ(dμf) = 0 for all /e &r(R4) is not valid. We would like to
mention that L. Gross [1] has also studied an Euclidean Proca Field.
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II. Definitions and the Real Proca Wightman Field
A Gaussian vector random field over S)r(R4} is a collection of vector-valued
random variables Φ(f) = {φ0(f)9 φ\(f\ <?2(f\ 9 s ( f ) } on a probability space
(£2, 3$, μ) indexed by functions belonging to @r(R4) such that any finite collection
of the components of the vector random variable(s) form a set of jointly Gaussian
random variables and such that φ μ ( f ) is linear and such that
φμ(fa)^φμ(f)
in measure if /α-»/ in the usual topology of &>r(R4). We now let j/ = (α, A) be an
element of the full Euclidean group on R4, A being a rotation and a a translation,
then a vector random field over &r(R4) is said to be Euclidean if

Σ

where

A Gaussian vector random field of mean zero is Euclidean if the general
covariance of any two components of any vector random variable(s) satisfies
Eφμι(fι) ς»μ2(/2) = E\ Σ Λ- ^Λ-^it/i J φμί(f2
^μΊμ'i

We now define a Markov random field over &r(R4). We follow closely Nelson's
definition for scalar fields. We let U be an open subset of R4, and define σ(U)
to be the σ-algebra generated by all components of the vector random variables
Φ(f) with fe@r(R4) and supp/C U. For a closed set V we let σ(V) = nσ(U)
with the intersection taken over all open sets U containing V. Then a vector
random field is called Markov if
E{u σ(U')} = E{u\σ(dU)}
for all positive random variables u measurable with respect to σ(U\ where U'
is the complement of U and dU the boundary of U.
The Real Proca Wightman Field is a free vector Wightman field with the
following two point function:

W(x - y)
where W(x — y) is the two point Wightman function of the Free Scalar Wightman
Field and gμv = g μ δ 9 ° = i 9 1 = 2 = 3= -i.

III. The Field and Proof of the Result
The field Φ(f) which we mentioned in Section I is a Gaussian vector random
4
field over &r(R ) with mean zero and general covariance given by

,v^0, 1,2,3,

(3.1)
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where A is the 4-dimensional Laplacian operator and < , >L2 is the scalar product
in L2(R4). We now proceed to prove the result.
First we note that the vector random field is Euclidean from (3.1) and that
(1.1) is true by direct computation. (1.2) is true using Wick's Theorem for jointly
Gaussian random variables. We proceed to prove the Markov property of the
field.
In order to do so, we first construct a Hubert space as follows.
We let F be the set {/0,/ι,/2,/3} of functions each belonging to &r(R4). So
F e &r(R4) x ^r(R4) x ®r(R4) x &r(R4) = ®4r(R4). We introduce an inner product
on ^4,.OR4), the Fourier Transform space of Sj4r(R4\ by
3

{F9 G}^2=

£
μ=0

(fμ,§μ>L*

where the symbol "denotes the Fourier Transform. We also introduce the following
inner product on &4r(R4), analogously,

μ=0

We next define the following inner product on &4r(

where K is defined by
(KG)μ (p) = £ KμvίP) 0v(?) >
with

μ = 0, 1, 2, 3

v=0

4

We let Jtf" denote the pre-Hilbert space &4r(R ) equipped with the scalar
product < , >, and we let ffl be the completion of 3f" with respect to the norm
2
defined by the scalar product < , >. We now define a map φ from 2tf to ^ (Ω, <%, μ).
4
For F E &4r(R ), we define
Ψ(F) = <Po(/o) + Φι(/ι) + Φ 2 (/ 2 ) + φ3(/3) Let 3F ' effl, so that 3F is a fundamental sequence {Fί,F2, . » } , F j e jtf". We
define φ(J^) to be the fundamental sequence (φ(Fl), φ(F2), ...} e ^f2(Ω, J*, μ).
We have
for ^ and & in 3^. φ is then a Gaussian random process [2] on ffl if we assume
that Si is the σ-algebra generated by all φμ(f), f e &r(R4\ μ = 0, 1, 2, 3.
We now introduce the spaces

C U'}
\ supp ^ C 517} .
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We let 2F be an element of $C with supp J^ C U. We show that the orthogonal
/0
/0
projection ^M of ^ onto M is in N. To see this, we let G e ^ 4r (L/ ), where L/ is
the interior of [/'. Then G belongs to M. Hence we have

We also have

Σ 6»* (KFM)μ (p)

μ=0

are

where G(p) and ^M(p)
regarded as column vectors and Q(p) is a real 4 x 4
non-singular matrix whose elements are polynomials in pμpv,μ, v = 0, 1, 2, 3.
This follows from the crucial fact that the determinant of the matrix whose
elements are (K(p))μv = δμv+ -^- is C(p2 + m2), where C > 0.
Since Ge^ 4r (l7 /0 ), all components of the column vector (βG)(x) belongs to
^,(t//0). Hence

where β is a real 4 x 4 matrix differential operator whose Fourier Transform
is the multiplicative matrix operator β(p). We have
= ί d4p(QG)+ (P) -

Q(p)

= $d4pG + (p) Q(p)

β(p)

Hence we have
We therefore obtain J^ e N.
Hence, following Nelson [3], we have the Markov property of the field Φ
over &r(R4) defined above, noting that the σ-algebra generated by
(φ(F), F E &4r(Λ)} is the same as the σ-algebra generated by
{φμ(f)9fe®r(Λ),μ

= Q9 1,2,3},

for any open set A in R4.
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